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Collin Bartlett Short: Furthering Accounting Education Through Case Studies (Under the
Direction of Dr. Victoria Dickinson)

This thesis includes eleven case studies. The case studies include information regarding
relevant global accounting topics. Additionally, the information provides a more detailed dive
into an understanding of accountancy and how it relates to ones’ future career path in industry.
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Case 1: City Selection Case
Denver, Colorado VS. Austin, Texas

By: Collin Bartlett Short

September 25, 2019

Case 1
The accounting recruiting process can be extremely exciting. With multiple firms
in constant contact with you, recruiters hope to show that their firm is the better choice.
One aspect of the recruiting process is the decision of your prospective cities. After much
thought, I have narrowed down my two cities. My top two cities are Denver and Austin.
Both cities have personalities similar to where I hope to start my career following
graduation. I feel my best option is to choose a large metropolitan area with similar
values and opportunities in order to begin a career in public accounting. Through this
case study, I have learned information that I never knew about both cities. With my
brother beginning to move to Denver, and relatives living in Austin, both cities allow me
to be close to some relatives. Denver and Austin have experienced exponential
population growth in recent years. With the population increasing, many industries and
businesses have flocked to the Texas and Colorado capitals. Also, both locations tend to
have a large number of young professionals. I feel these two cities would give
opportunity to make meaningful connections with other young professionals. In the
following case study, I depict my findings of both cities. There are pros and cons to both
cities, however, the two locations have similarities. With residents of both state capitals
possessing a sense of pride in their city, I feel these two city options would allow me to
find a sense of home and would provide tools for improved professionalism.
The “Mile High City” of Denver has rapidly grown over recent years. As of 2016,
Denver had a population of 682,545. Initially, I was shocked at the population amount
believing it to be much greater. However, the full county 12 county metropolitan area
surrounding the city of Denver reported a population of 3.15 million in 2013. Although
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Denver’s size may be overwhelming compared to small Mississippi destinations, the
plethora of residents located in the Colorado capital provides opportunity to experience
new culture. Denver ranks as the 11th city in the United States with the largest number of
new residents, adding over 15,000 people between years 2011 and 2012. Due to the
Denver metropolitan area growing at a consistent rate, Colorado is the 2nd fastest growing
state in the America. This consistent growth of the Denver area is exciting. Although a
growing city can be intimidating, I believe the diversity and uniqueness of Denver
inhibits personal and professional growth.
Typically, Denver is associated with having cold temperatures. However, the
city’s climate is semiarid and mild. In fact, sunny days occur more in Denver than in
Miami and San Diego. During June and July, temperatures can reach close to ninety with
lows averaging in the high fifties. Figure I: Annual Average Temperatures in Denver,
details the average temperatures throughout the year in Denver compared to the United
States average. Although lower temperatures can range from five to ten in winter months,
the overall weather through the year is moderate.
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Figure I: Annual Average Temperatures in Denver
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The frigid temperatures of the winter in Colorado is opposite of the somewhat
stagnant Mississippi weather. The adjustment would be a challenge. With the lack of
snow down south, winters in Denver would be a major shock. However, the scenery and
geographic features of Denver’s location brighten the thought of toughing out the winter
months.
Denver is located in the high plains near the Rocky Mountains. The protection of
the Mountains actually helps protect Denver from severe cold weather. Denver also has
the South Platte River that runs through the middle of the city. Figure II: Denver
Topography Map, shows the elevation level throughout the Denver area. Although being
raised in the Mississippi Delta where the elevation is below sea level, I have always
enjoyed visiting western United States because of the mountains. Mountains are
extremely fascinating due to their gigantic size and beauty. The Denver skyline shown in
Figure III provides breathtaking views and ample moments for beautiful sunsets.
Although the altitude change may be a challenge, living in a completely new geographic
area like Denver would be a new adventure as a young adult.
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Figure II: Denver Topography Map

Figure III: Denver Skyline
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Living in Denver would be a major adjustment, in fact just moving in general at
times can be stressful and tiring. I believe every city is rewarding and offers something
unique. One major difference moving from Mississippi to Colorado would be the taxes.
Denver’s sales tax has recently been increased to 8.31 percent. Colorado’s state sales tax
is 2.9 percent, however, in Colorado cities are allowed to collect their own sales taxes. As
of January 2019, Colorado’s new 4.63 percent is the flat state income tax. The flat rate
for income tax brings major difference to the amount of income achievable in Colorado
compared to other popular locations. Another perk of living in Colorado’s capital is that
the state has one of the lowest property taxes of 0.57 percent. The tax percentages in
Colorado are much more lucrative than majority of American states. The low-income tax
rate provides opportunities for myself to retain a larger amount of my salary. Meaning
with a $55,000 salary I could keep over $52,000 of my earnings. Also, I may be able to
live in an area I prefer due to the small amount of property taxes. Although living in a big
city gives way to never-ending activities, commuting in Denver with a vehicle can be
challenging.
Majority of Denver residents commute using public transportation. Denver’s
Regional Transportation District, known as RTD, is the most popular form of traveling in
throughout the city. Figure IV shows the most popular RTD station in Denver. RTD’s
bus system is Denver’s primary mode of public transportation though a light rail and
commuter rail system. RTD also shuttles passengers across the Mile-High City to the
airport. A month’s pass for RTD is $200 and includes unlimited rides anywhere in
Denver including to the airport.
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Figure IV: Union Station in Denver
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I have never traveled using public transportation regularly. However, I think the fee for
a month’s pass for RTD is more cost efficient compared to the amount of gas needed
for a personal vehicle. This would take getting used to and at times would be an
inconvenience. I enjoy having my own car, but most locals commute using RTD.
While commuting through the heart of Denver, one can notice the city’s various
businesses. Denver is a growing city. With population rapidly growing, the presence of
new industries is beginning to take shape in the downtown area. Due to the Rocky
Mountains having ample amounts of oil, coal, and natural gas, Energy is one of the major
industries in Denver. Financial Services, Aerospace, and Information Technology (IT)
are other prevalent industries in the city.
In regard to healthcare, Colorado has the seventh-best healthcare in the United
States. However, in article published by the Colorado Springs Business Journal, that
“88.1 percent of the population has a regular place to go for medical care, but that the
cost and service quality of that care can vary widely from state to state”. Colorado ranked
25th in terms of cost in healthcare. The price of healthcare varying in Colorado is
important due to the importance of personal safety and health. However, Colorado is
proud of their healthcare options for their state residents and proud of being regarding as
a top healthcare state. My belief is I would experience excellent healthcare services while
residing in Denver.
Denver has superb public education. With over 90,000 students K-12, Denver
Public Schools District is one of the most diverse schools in Colorado. I would enroll my
children in public school due to the amount of knowledge available both in and out of the
classroom. I want my children to interact with diverse students and have experiences that
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I did not have attending private school. Although the Denver Public School District has a
large number of students, the teacher to student ratio is maintained at 15:1. This would
allow my children to learn in a concentrated environment where the instructors have the
opportunity to truly grow my children academically.
Crime is not prevalent in the Denver area. The crime rate in Denver in 2019 was
4.5 violent crimes per 1,000 residents. Other crime rates in Denver are depicted in Figure
V. With crime rates in Denver slowly decreasing over recent years, Denver’s property
crime is high compared to other cities in Colorado. The high rate of property crime is
concerning due to the possibility of relocating to a new big city when lacking the
knowledge of a Denver local. Sadly however, most large metropolitan areas tend to have
higher crime rates.
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Figure V: Crime Rates in Denver
Denver's property crime rate

27.0 crimes per 1000 residents

Denver's domestic violence rate

2.3 crimes per 1000 residents

Denver's sex assault rate

0.8 crimes per 1000 residents.

Denver's robberies rate

1.2 crimes per 1000 residents.

Denver's burglaries rate

3.9 crimes per 1000 residents.

Denver's car thefts rate

5.2 crimes per 1000 residents.

Denver's bike thefts rate

2.0 crimes per 1000 residents.
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Denver has many vibrant and hip neighborhoods throughout the city. One of the
popular neighborhoods for young adults is Capitol Hill. Located right in the center of
Denver, many professionals prefer the area due to its location to the industrial area of
Denver. Also, Capitol Hill is walking distance to majority of Denver’s popular nightlife
venues. This would be a great location to reside in due to its proximity to downtown
Denver. This would allow my commuting times to be small and would also offer
opportunity to engage with other young locals. Initially, renting a home would be the best
option financially. With laundry in house, this would allow me to wash clothes in the
comfort of my own home. This duplex is located at the northern part of Capitol Hill. With
over 1000 sq. feet, 2 bedrooms, and 1.5 baths, this would be a perfect first home to have
in Denver. Figure VI shows the potential duplex in Capitol Hill. The duplex’s big
backyard lends times for cookouts with neighbors and other social events in order to
adjust living in a completely new city.
Growing up only shopping at a few select local grocery stores, choosing where to
purchase groceries would mainly concern location. This particular Trader Joe’s location
is shown in Figure VII. The Trader Joe’s located in Capitol Hill is where I would
purchase most of my groceries. Due to their high-quality products and reasonable prices,
Trader Joe’s has a very prevalent customer base in the neighborhood area.
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Figure VI: Potential Duplex In Denver

Figure VII: Trader Joe’s in Denver
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With a big city like Denver, there are a lot of areas to get involved and give back
in the community. First, I would want to find a church in the area I could regularly attend.
Also, I would have the chance to meet individuals who share similar interests. Citypoint
Church is a popular church for younger individuals due to its contemporary style. This
would allow me to get involved and remain true to my values despite being in a new
location. The beauty of Denver is one of the reasons it has grown extensively in the
recent year. In order to preserve and maintain the amazing views of Denver, I would want
to be involved in a form of climate change awareness. It is very important to preserve the
natural beauty of the Colorado state and I would like to contribute to preservation if
residing in Denver. One charity that caught my attention is A Little Help. A Little Help is
an organization that connects neighbors of all ages. The mission of ALH is to, “help older
adults thrive in their homes by connecting folks with services and resources as they
navigate the unknowns of aging and build meaningful connections with neighbors of all
ages”. Due to my distance from relatives, I could connect and help elderly individuals
while gaining a sense of family. This would be a very enlightening opportunity and
would allow me to truly impact those in my neighborhood.
Activities and Entertainment options in Denver are endless. As a fan of live
music, Denver houses one of the most notorious concert venues in the country, Red
Rocks Amphitheater. Red Rocks provides the Denver metropolitan area with quality
artists. The amphitheater sits in the Rocky Mountains giving way to gorgeous views of
the Denver skyline. Also, the city of Denver has fantastic fly-fishing spots on the South
Platte River. As an individual who enjoys the outdoors, Denver has several mountain
bike and hiking trails along the Rocky Mountains. In Denver, I would have opportunities
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to be outside and enjoy the scenery of the mountains. Denver also is home to four
professional sport teams. Whether attending Denver Broncos’ games or rooting for the
Denver Nuggets, majority of the year Denver has a professional sport team in season. The
Colorado Rockies, Colorado Avalanche, and the Colorado Rapids are other sports teams
in the Mile-High City. Lastly, the Denver area is a prime location for skiing. Growing up
in the south, skiing was a rare escapade occurring infrequently depending on my family’s
vacation plans. However, living in Denver I could ski quite often and enjoy all the
mountains have to offer.
In order to travel back home, flying is the most obvious option. With a driving
time of over seventeen hours, travelling back home will have to be via airplane. My flight
from Denver to Memphis would cost roughly $200, however, the amount of time saved
by flying outweighs a long drive home. It will be difficult to visit my relatives often,
which at times will be difficult. However, I do wish to push myself out of my comfort
zone by moving to an unfamiliar location. Overall, Denver would be a great location to
reside in as a young professional. Denver offers chances to make meaningful connections
and grow as start my career. Figure VIII shows my estimated monthly operating budget
living in Denver.
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Figure VIII: Monthly Operating Budget in Denver

Monthly
Income:

Taxes: (Monthly)

Federal Income Tax:
$761.63

$5000

State Income Tax:
$231.50

RTD Monthly
Pass:

Cellphone
Expense:

$200

$40

Groceries:

Miscellaneous:

$300

$400

Rent Expense:
$1000

Utilities:

$80

Monthly
Operating
Budget:
$1986.87
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The capital of Texas, Austin is one of the largest cities in the United States. The
11th largest city in America, as of 2016, Austin’s population is estimated to have over
931,000 residents. However, its 5-county metropolitan area has an estimated population
of over 2 million. Austin is the United States third largest state capital. The Texas capital
also is experiencing extreme growth with an increase of 3 percent within the last census.
Due to Austin’s recent population growth, Austin has become a relocation spot for many
young professionals. Living in a growing city like Austin, I believe would give
opportunities for professional growth as well as forming positive relationships with other
business minded young residents. The Austin area could provide a big city atmosphere
while maintaining a similar lifestyle to my time living in Mississippi.
One common characteristic Austin and my hometown have is found in the
climate. Austin tends to have a reputation of having a desert-like climate. Summers in
Austin are hot with temperatures peaking over a hundred, sometimes for several days.
The subtropical humid climate of Austin does bring high temperatures. However, winters
tend to be quite mild and sometimes warm. Rainfall is common especially in May and
September which at times can lead to flash floods. However, most Austin natives enjoy
the warm weather and short winter cold snaps. Although temperatures tend to sometimes
rise in Austin, the climate is similar to that of the Mississippi Delta.
The potential for flash flooding, however, is a concern. Floods can be devastating
and truly bring individuals lives to a standstill. Flood insurance would undoubtedly be an
added expense to living in Austin. Figure IX shows the average precipitation per month
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in Austin. Though the sunny days of Austin may be scorching, there are plenty of spots
to cool off around the metropolitan area.
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Figure IX: Monthly Precipitation in Austin
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Due to Austin’s unique location, Austin gives way to miles of lakes throughout
the area. The largest, Lake Travis, that stretches for over 30 sq. miles. Lake Travis serves
locals with over 300 days of sunshine filled activities including: boating, fishing, and
swimming. The Texas capital, Austin, is in the south-central portion of the state. Figure X
shows the topography of the Austin metropolitan area. The Colorado River runs through
the city of Austin, which is the reason for the numerous amounts of lakes in the area. The
uniqueness of the Colorado River splitting through the city provides similarities between
Austin and my hometown.
The lakes in the area offer many recreational activities. Also, opportunities for
hiking along the shore and great sunset-viewing spots are ample due to Austin’s
topography and geographical features. These similarities bring about thoughts of an
easier adjustment for moving to Austin compared to potentially residing in another state
capital. The Austin outdoors areas and continuous sunshine are one of the many reasons
for Austin’s recent popularity rise.
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Figure X: Austin Topography Map
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One potential reason for Austin to be a top location for recent graduates and other
young entrepreneurs is the absence of state income tax. Texas, one of only seven states in
America, has no income tax for state residents. Although this may be an inviting
incentive to relocate to Texas, finding an affordable property in Austin is a challenge.
The reason for this difficulty is the high property tax rate for the city. The city of Austin’s
property tax rate is 44.03 cents per $100 of assessed value of the property. Though I
would rent a property initially, finding a permanent residence could be a challenge due to
the property tax rates. Austin’s sales tax rates of 8.25 percent are also higher than the
United States average. This rate includes 6.25 percent of state sales tax and 2 percent of
local sales tax. The lack of state income tax in Texas is a huge upside to living in Austin
despite other tax rates being slightly higher than other states.
Although most of my transportation throughout the city would be by car, Austin
has excellent public transportation. The Capital Metro Bus System serves over one
million individuals. The bus system has over 1,600 bus stops which travel to the airport
as well. Day passes costing only $2.50 is a very convenient option if car issues ever
occur. One unique way to travel in Austin is CAR2GO. CAR2GO gives “instant access to
300 Mercedes-Benz Vehicles spread throughout the downtown Austin core – ready to be
reserved and driven right from the street”. CAR2GO is an app that many individuals have
begun to use when traveling in downtown Austin. Austin’s public transportation is fairly
priced and reliable. However, most of my traveling would be done by personal vehicle
due to the compactness of Austin’s industrial and downtown areas.
With Austin’s recent population growth of young professionals, many large
industries and businesses have made major footprints in the Austin area. The most
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prevalent industries in the city include Data Management, Clean Technology, and
Advanced Manufacturing. Many regional offices and company headquarters also fill the
Austin downtown business areas. With the numerous amounts of industries in Austin, this
would be an exciting destination to begin my career. The various types of industries and
technological fields would provide exposure and knowledge of all types of business.
From these business interactions I would grow as a young professional and could
potentially more qualified for future career options. The largest business in the Austin
area is Keller Williams. A fortune 500 real estate company, Keller Williams has over
180,000 employees and 940 locations worldwide. Whole Foods Market was also started
in Austin and is the second largest business in the city. Temple-Inland is a forest and
paper products company in Austin ranking as the fifth largest business in Austin. Sonic
Healthcare USA and Harden Healthcare are other top five businesses in the state capital.
Temple-Inland is a forest and paper products company in Austin ranking as the fifth
largest business in Austin.
Austin’s healthcare has also improved in recent years. As of 2017, Austin ranked
as the second healthiest city in Texas. With various ways to continue to stay in shape,
Austin is proud of the new initiatives public officials have made to improve wellness and
health. In 2016, University of Texas at Austin opened a brand-new medical school to
serve the Austin area. According to Brookings, Austin’s new medical school, the Dell
Medical School is “the first new medical school alongside a top-tier research university
in this country in over five decades”. I admire Austin’s public officials for valuing the
city’s health. I feel that a city who is dedicated to improving the residents’ health by
constantly innovating new options for community health.
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Austin’s public-school system is nationally recognized for academic excellence.
With several schools ranking in the top 100 best schools in the country, I feel Austin
would be a fantastic place to have your children educated. Meridian School ranks as the
6th best school in the nation. The Meridian School also has a college readiness score of
100 for all school graduates. Also, Austin has numerous private schools highly ranked in
the nation. Due to the high rankings of schools in the Austin area, I believe Austin is a
great place to settle down and start a family. Education of my children is an important
priority when deciding where to start a family. I want to give my children the greatest
chance to succeed in the future. Austin provides several options for my children to be
educated and prepared to be successful individuals.
Austin’s crime rates are regarded higher than other American metropolitan areas.
According to Neighborhood Scout, “Austin has a crime rate that is higher than 89 percent
[Texas’] cities and towns of all sizes”. However, most Austin natives regard the city as
being a very safe community. With only 38 crimes per 1000 residents, most
neighborhoods in Austin are relatively safe. I have visited Austin in the past and never
felt my safety was in jeopardy. Though the higher crime rates are concerning, I believe
all large metropolitan areas tend to have large crime rates. However, the areas I would
reside in are very protected and have strong neighbor relationships.
Old West Austin is one of the most popular neighborhoods for young
professionals in Austin. Providing an urban feel, the Old West Austin neighborhood has
traditional Texas nightlife combined with modern shopping and attractions. Also, I feel
this location would allow me to interact with other young professionals and have a
traditional Texas lifestyle. Top Austin Schools are also located within this area. With a
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population of only 6300, the Old West Austin offers a small-town attitude in the midst of
the fast-paced metropolitan area. Majority of residents in the area tend to rent instead of
buying homes which gives opportunity for constantly new connections. I feel this would
allow me to make meaningful connections while in Austin and grow with other
entrepreneurs wanting to be successful.
One particular home located in Old West Austin is a duplex located in the heart of
Old West Austin. Close to the downtown business sector of Austin and the notorious 6th
Street, this home would be ideal for a young individual to quickly adjust to a new
residence. This particular duplex has 2 bedrooms and 2 bathrooms. Laundry would be
done in house which would allow me to be stress free due to living in a duplex. Figure XI
shows the potential duplex in Austin. Yard Maintenance is also factored into the rental
fee. This location is walking distance to Austin’s 6th street and conveniently located for a
quick commute to the industrial sector. The rent expense is $1900 per month which is
very reasonably priced for the sought-after neighborhood.
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Figure XI: Potential Duplex In Austin
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Driving would be my main form of commuting. Due to my home’s location,
driving to and from the downtown area will be a quick process. Although public
transportation is cheap, I feel owning a personal vehicle is more cost effective then public
commuting. Whole Foods Market started in Austin and is home to its largest store. Over
80,000 sq. feet, the Whole Foods Market in Old West Austin is where most locals do
grocery shopping. The location of the store in my neighborhood is convenient and would
allow me to avoid extended commuting through the city.
Austin residents truly take pride in their city. Many volunteer opportunities are
available in Austin which allows individuals to give back to their community. First, I
would find a church to grow as a better individual and remain true to my values. St. Luke
United Methodist Church is a popular contemporary style church located in Old West
Austin. With many young individuals regularly attending services, I feel this would be an
opportunity to connect with neighbors who value similar aspects of life. I feel giving
back to the community is an appropriate way to make the moving adjustment less
stressful. Not only do you get a chance to impact your community and other local
residents, but you learn more about yourself and what means most. The Inside Books
Project is one volunteer organization that gives back to those truly in need. The Inside
Books Project gives books and other educational materials to incarcerated individuals
located in Texas. The project promotes education of inmates while teaching reading and
writing with donated materials. I feel this is a great organization to give back to the
community. I feel inmates tend to be overlooked and neglected, this provides individuals
with tools to succeed upon completion of their sentence. Another organization I would
like to volunteer for is Keep Austin Beautiful. One way to grow towards being prideful of
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a new city is by helping keep the area clean. Keep Austin Beautiful’s goal is to preserve
the natural beauty of the Austin metropolitan area by reducing litter throughout the city.
The organization also has initiatives to keep Austin lakes clean to protect wildlife.
Austin is notoriously known for entertainment and nightlife. Sixth Street, depicted
in Figure XII, shows the true character and personality of the city. Austin has more bars
and live music venues than any other place in the United States. I feel this is a huge
attraction for young individuals. With constant nightlife and live music, this would be a
place I could feel at home. I have always been a huge fan of live music, and with Austin
being known for its constant live music venues this would give me an opportunity to
listen to the music of tomorrow. Austin City Limits is an annual music festival that
attracts visitors across the nation. Started in 2002, the festival stems off of the Austin City
Limits television show. The ACL show is the longest running television program in the
United States. Also, Austin City Limits tickets can be purchased as low as $25. Although
the festival sells out within minutes, ACL is a major upside to living in Austin. This
would give me a chance to see world-wide famous artist annually in the heart of the city.
With UT-Austin located in the city, college football games would be a must attend.
Although Austin lacks in professional sport teams, Texas football games are known to
bring major excitement. Recreational activities are a popular form of entertainment.
Many locals head to Lake Travis, shown in Figure XIII, is a hotspot for weekend retreats.
Fishing and boating would be two activities that could provide weekend escapes from the
bustling city.
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Figure XII: Sixth Street in Austin

Figure XIII: Lake Travis
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Due to having a personal vehicle in Austin, I most likely would drive home when
visiting. Although the ten-hour drive is grueling, I believe flying back would not be smart
financial move. I feel already having a car lends itself to utilizing my personal vehicle
when returning home. Austin suits a young professional perfectly. With vibrant nightlife
and a fast-growing population, the Texas capital would be a great spot to start my career.
Figure XIV depicts my estimated monthly operating budget while in Austin.
Through this case study, I have discovered several new incentives to both Denver
and Austin. However, I feel Denver is offers more opportunities than Austin. Denver
would bring about a new adventure as I begin my career. Denver would push me out of
my comfort zone and allow me to gain valuable work and life experiences. Although
Austin is rapidly growing in the business sector, I feel Denver has ample amounts of
diverse and unique businesses. Due to the various types of industries in Denver, I would
gain a more rounded career start being exposed to different forms of businesses. In
Conclusion, both cities have positive incentives for relocation. However, Denver offers
more of an opportunity to truly develop and learn valuable knowledge for future career
success.
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Figure XIV: Monthly Operating Budget for Austin

Monthly
Income:
$5000

Taxes: (Monthly)
Federal Income
Tax: 761.83

Rent:
$1900

Utilities:

Cellphone:

Gas:

Groceries:

$120

$45

$150

$300

Miscellaneou
s:

Auto
Insurance:

$400

$50

Monthly
Operating
Budget:
$1273.17
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Case 3
Since 1999, the European Union has standardized and regulated majority of
European countries. Recent frustration expressed by British citizens has caused major
steps to be taken for the United Kingdom to leave the EU. With a recent referendum
revealing that the majority of Britain wishes to exit the European Union, Prime Minister
Boris Johnson plans to reach an agreement for Great Britain to gain European Union
independence. However, 48 percent of voters still believe Britain should remain a
member of the European Union. With new information flooding the media about the
corrupt practices of EU representatives, Britain is displeased with the amount of power
held by the European Union leaving British lawmakers at a standstill. Although leaving
the EU could spark economic growth, there are also potential consequences for Britain if
they choose to leave. Whether the United Kingdom stays or leaves the EU, this is one of
the biggest political decisions in both English and European history.
The European Union’s ability to establish standards and regulations without
European citizens’ approval or opinions is a major disapproval of the now antagonized
United Kingdom. With the deal decision quickly approaching, British voters are
beginning to voice their opinions on the “Brex-It” movement. This deal could potentially
allow the United Kingdom’s economy to grow exponentially while lower inflated costs.
However, some English voters still are unsure about the change and what may follow.
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The “Brex-It” has flooded recent media. With many English residents beginning
to voice their opinion on the matter, this is one of the most important voting decisions
arguably in English history. Most of English voters’ voice concerns over the EU and its
lack of accountability. The EU essentially acts as a dictatorship, and with more than forty
years since the last vote, the English hope to support the desires of the people. Not only is
there a lack of accountability, but England also staying in the European Union is not
economically smart. Also, many dangers can potentially arise if Britain chooses to remain
a member of the European Union. The fishing industry in England has seen substantial
decreases in production and revenue due to the European Union’s dividing of fish-filled
coastline. The EU even pays fisherman to destroy their boats, while giving other EU
members the right to fish. Many generational fishers no longer can access the same
waters due to the harsh fishing restrictions set in place by the EU.
Though the EU’s restrictions on products and distributions are major issues
English resident have stressed, leaving the European Union could spark prosperity.
Independence from the European Union would be a step for democratic and free people
in Britain. The lack of transparency and absurd amount of power held by the EU, harms
the potential for economic growth for England.
The European Union posses’ major power over member states. With fourteen
different presidents, it is difficult to determine who is even in charge. The EU imposes
laws on twenty-seven countries. However, many English residents are unaware of whom
even represents them. English voters lack the ability to remove their representatives in the
EU. The people of Britain should have the power to remove the European Union
representatives who essentially govern them. Also, once the European Union passes a law
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nothing can be done to remove the order. The EU’s power is untouchable even by
Parliament. As a member of the European Union, England is subject to leaders imposing
restrictions and laws disregarding any feedback from the people affected. Some EU
member representatives are even paid more than the British Prime Minister.
During the Industrial Revolution, unregulated England rested at the top of
economic production and growth potential. However, once the European Union was
established harsh regulations began to take place. These new regulations eliminated
competition which hurts the British economy. Although big corporations favor the
European Union because it destroys economic competition, the absence of economic
competition could potentially spark economic property.
One major misconception of the European Union is that it provides member states
with trade deals. A country does not have to possess a trade deal to trade with another
country. The European Union has no trade deal with China, United States of America,
and many others. The EU’s tariffs, quotas, and other restriction that must be met are
perilous for African producers. The large number of regulations cannot be met by African
companies due to costs inflations by the EU. Majority of costs in England are extremely
inflated due to the import tariffs and regulations.
In 2016, a referendum was held to decide whether to stay in the European Union
or to leave. With 52 percent voting to leave the European Union, majority English
residents believed “Brex-It” would lead to independence for Great Britain. However, the
decision to leave has been delayed for over two years. The original deal to leave the EU
was rejected by English officials in 2018 due to the backstop of the Irish border. With no
border posts or barriers between Ireland and Northern Ireland this was to ensure that
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continued following the “Brex-It”. However, many United Kingdom officials criticized
this part of the proposed exit deal. This backstop would potentially trap Great Britain in
European Union customs regulations disallowing the new independent Britain from
striking any new trade deals.
Not all British residents are set on leaving the European Union. Concerns about
Britain’s overall security following a potential “Brex-It” is what lingers in many
discussions regarding this decision. Many standards for all European countries would
have to be completely re-made. The real question is whether England could sustain itself
following the move to leave the European Union. In Figure I, one can see all the worldwide leaders who support Britain staying in the European Union. Although many
residents believe leaving is the better choice, there are several other factors to consider.
Many everyday costs would increase such as mobile phone bills and grocery prices. Also,
immigration issues may arise as well. These are all other potential issues facing the
“Brex-It”. Other citizens potentially could fear change. With the European Union
standardizing majority of British and European lifestyle, leaving the European Union
could bring about initial inorganization and frustration for British citizens.
The new British Prime Minister, Boris Johnson, has a new plan for the “Brex-It”
to finally take place. Johnson’s plan involves Northern Ireland staying in the European
market for goods but leaving the customs union. The British Prime Minister hopes to
reach a deal on October seventeenth, but if no deal occurs Johnson will have to seek a
new extension for the “Brex-It”. However, Prime Minister Johnson plans to leave the
European Union regardless of a deal being struck by October thirty-first.
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Figure 15
Individuals/Organizations that strongly believe the UK should remain a member
of the EU:
Governor of the Bank of England
International Monetary Fund
Institute for Fiscal Studies
Confederation of British Industry
Leaders/heads of state of every single other member of the EU
President of the United States of America
Eight former US Treasury Secretaries
President of China
Prime Minister of India
Prime Minister of Canada
Prime Minister of Australia
Prime Minister of Japan
Prime Minister of New Zealand
The chief executives of most of the top 100 companies in the UK including
Marks and Spencer, BT, ASDA, Vodafone, Virgin, IBM, BMW etc.
Kofi Annan, the former Secretary General of the United Nations
All living former Prime Ministers of the UK (from both parties)
The leader of the Labor Party
The Leader of the Liberal Democrats
The Leader of the Green Party
The Leader of the Scottish National Party
The leader of Plaid Cymru
Leader of Sinn Fein
National Union of Students
National Union of Farmers
Stephen Hawking
Chief Executive of the NHS
300 of the most prominent international historians
Director of Europol
David Anderson QC, Independent Reviewer of Terrorism Legislation
Former Directors of GCHQ
Secretary General of NATO
Church of England
Church in Scotland
Church in Wales
Friends of the Earth
Greenpeace
Director General of the World Trade Organization
WWF
World Bank
OECD
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With the decision of the new exit deal quickly approaching, many English
residents are anxiously awaiting the outcome at the summit. Although majority of British,
citizens desire to leave, there is also many citizens who believe they should remain in the
EU. In closing, I personally believe that the United Kingdom should leave the European
Union. English citizens deserve the right to choose who governs them and makes their
regulations. This is one of the most important decisions in United Kingdom history. With
another vote most likely to not occur following the decision, this could be the final
deciding factor on whether England remains or leaves the EU.
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Case 4
For this case, I was required to review the annual report, 10-K, of a company and
answer questions about it. The company I was assigned was ExxonMobil. I was required
to read the 2018 annual report for ExxonMobil and answer questions about the
company’s finances as well as the company in general. Most of the questions, however,
pertained to the finances of the company and how the company did business. For
example, one question asked me to describe the company’s customer base, while another
asked me to review and compare how the revenues and expenses of the company have
changed over the last three years.
The purpose of this case was to introduce me to financial reports. This case gave me
experience reading and understanding the reports as well as helping me understand what
to look for. The questions were an outline of what information you should be looking for
in the reports and forced me to break down the information to make sure that I really
understood what I was reading. This is an important skill because it allows you to more
thoroughly understand a company and its operations than if you were just read about it in
the news.
Through this case, I learned, not only the major parts of the annual report, but also where
in the report to find specific information about a company. Reports like these are very
long and often break up related information into different sections. These reports also
may not contain all the specific information you are looking for, so understanding, not
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only what is in the reports, but also where to find the information you need can save time
and increase productivity.
1.
With a revenue of $244.4 billion dollars, ExxonMobil sits second on the “Fortune
500” list. Originally, ExxonMobil Corporation was incorporated in New Jersey in 1882.
ExxonMobil Corporation a typical operating year end of December 31 st. ExxonMobil,
now based in Irving, Texas, operates various divisions and affiliate companies with
operations taking place in the United States and multiple other countries. The corporation
has hundreds of affiliates and divisions with several different names. Business operations
occur in Asia, Australia, Africa, Europe, and the Americas. ExxonMobil as of 2017, has
over 69 thousand regular employees across the globe. These regular employees are
defined as active executive, management, professional, technical and wage employees.
The principal focus of ExxonMobil’s energy business involves the exploration,
production, sale, and transportation of crude oil, natural gas and petroleum products.
With ExxonMobil operating in such a highly competitive and regulated industry, the
corporation is committed to research and development geared towards improving the
nature of the crude oil and natural gas industry.

2.
ExxonMobil is audited by PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP (PwC). PwC has served as the
Corporation’s auditor since 1934. In 2017, ExxonMobil changed the manner of
accounting for certain sales and value-added taxes imposed on revenues generated by
ExxonMobil’s sales. PwC’s audits included actions to assess company risk of
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misrepresentation in ExxonMobil’s consolidated financial statements and include the
evaluation of appropriate accounting principles and evaluation measurements for Exxon’s
financial statements.

3.
ExxonMobil’s assets include a current assets section made up of cash and cash
equivalents, accounts/notes receivables, and inventories. The assets section also contains
long term assets such as property, plant, and equipment (PPE) and Investments. Cash and
cash equivalents consist of cash on hand as well as other cash items in the process of
collection. Notes and accounts receivable are also found under current assets. In the notes
of the financial statement, notes and accounts receivable are recorded less estimated
doubtful accounts, meaning the number of receivables shown on the balance sheet has
already considered an allowance for doubtful accounts. These accounts are recorded at
fair value, which is the price that would be received for the sale of an asset. Inventories
depicted on the balance sheet are one of ExxonMobil’s assets account with the most
supplementary information.
The Inventories account consist of crude oil, products and merchandise
inventories carried at lower of current market value or cost. This is usually determined by
the last-in, first-out method (LIFO). This just means that the most recent inventory costs
are the first to be counted when determining total costs of goods sold. Inventory costs
include expenditures and other charges (depreciation) directly and indirectly related to
inventory. ExxonMobil also values material and supplies for inventory at cost or less.
Other Assets for ExxonMobil consists of gain on sales only recognized when there is no
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uncertainty about the recovery of costs and any obligation for future performance by the
Corporation. Losses are recognized on properties when incurred or when properties are
held for sale with a fair value less than the carrying value.
Property Plant and Equipment for ExxonMobil are recorded at cost, less any
accumulated depreciation on an account. ExxonMobil has a certain process to monitor for
potential impairments regarding asset groups (like Property, Plant, and Equipment)
throughout the operating cycle. This helps identify trends such as an increase of estimates
of available natural gas supplies and ongoing minimization of the industry’s costs. This to
avoid a reduction in ExxonMobil’s long-term natural gas prices. This is due to certain
event conclusions regarding the potential non-recoverable investments in North America
regarding natural gas production. Property, Plant, and Equipment also considers factors
which could provide future risk for current long-term assets and investments. Due to
recent innovation and exploration of these findings regarding, the Property, Plant, and
Equipment account, the Investments, Advances and Long-Term Receivables account is
closely related to the Property, Plant, and Equipment account. The Investments account
consists of other companies carried at equity and other long-term investments related to
funding these new technological and forecasting studies for natural gas.
The Liabilities section of ExxonMobil Corporation’s balance sheet begins with
current liabilities and then move on to long term liabilities. Current Liabilities include:
Notes and loans payable, Accounts payable and accrued liabilities, and income taxes
payable. These current liabilities are recorded at fair value meaning the amount
accounted for is the amount to be paid to for a liability in a transaction.
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Long-Term Debt can also be found in the liabilities section on the balance sheet.
This account is determined by using an effective interest rate for debt and the average
imputed interest rate for capital leases. The amount also includes premiums of 2018 and
2017 amounting to over $240 million dollars. Leased facilities for use of drilling such as
equipment, tankers, and service station are also accounted for in the long-term obligations
to equity companies. Deferred income taxes needing supplementary data. This due to
needed foreign currency exchange clarification because of ExxonMobil’s international
operations. ExxonMobil also has benefit obligation and other pensions found in the
liabilities section of the balance sheet. This account is used for United States and other
equity securities held in accounts at fair value. The account also provides supplementary
information regarding post-retirement funds provided by the Corporation. The
postretirement fund also consists of an incentive program offering stock options for highperforming employees. The Corporation’s investment strategy for benefit plan assets
reflects a long-term view, a careful assessment of the risks inherent in plant assets and
liabilities and broad diversification to reduce the risk of the portfolio.
The Equity section of ExxonMobil’s balance sheet consists of common stock
without par value. Also, under the equity section of the balance sheet one can find
earnings reinvested. This amount is used to fund current operations for reserves and crude
oil exploration and to continue to have integral relationship with company investors and
stockholders. The section also includes amounts regarding comprehensive income and
common stock amounts held in treasury. The comprehensive income account consists of
unrealized gains and losses excluded from net income while treasury stock is stock the
company has previously issued and decided to buy back. The equity section also contains
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a noncontrolling interest account. This account is in place due to ExxonMobil having
hundreds of subsidiaries and affiliate companies. With such a large amount of working
capital and an ample amount of business operations, ExxonMobil’s use of footnotes
relating to the financial statements is a necessity.

4.
ExxonMobil’s customer base ranges from household consumers to manufacturing
and industrial companies. Household consumers purchase the gasoline produced by
ExxonMobil and the various petroleum products such as the Mobil synthetic oil used in
automobiles. Manufacturing and industrial consumers buy ExxonMobil’s industrial fuel
and lubricants, as well as the other chemical compounds the company produces.
ExxonMobil has 3 main sources of revenue: upstream, downstream, and chemical
production. Upstream oil and gas production and operations identify deposits, drill wells,
and recover raw materials from various deposit sites. Downstream operations, on the
other hand, are the oil and gas processes that occur between production and point of sale.
Generally, this includes refiners and processors that bring usable products to end users
and consumers. ExxonMobil’s chemical division produces chemical compounds used in a
variety of industries. The company’s revenue is “recognized at the amount the
Corporation expects to receive when the customer has taken control [of the product],
which is typically when title transfers and the customer has assumed the risks and
rewards of ownership (Exxon Mobil Corporation, 2019).” This is because their products
are generally sold on short-term agreements and occasionally long-term agreements at
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prevailing market prices. In 2018, ExxonMobil Mobil saw $182,402 million in non-US
revenue.

5.
The main suppliers of ExxonMobil are construction and manufacturing
companies. They provide the equipment and labor needed to develop and maintain the
infrastructure to mine, produce, and transport ExxonMobil’s products. “Crude oil and
product purchases” and “production and manufacturing expenses” are the two categories
included in ExxonMobil’s COGS.

6.
The first category of other operating expenses is selling, general, and
administrative expenses. This category includes all expenses not tied to producing their
products or performing any services. These include the costs to sell and deliver the
products as well as the costs to manage the company. These expenses help generate
revenue because they include key expenses like delivery of the products as well as
corporate salaries and other costs required to keep the company running.
The next operating expense category is depreciation and depletion. This category
is all the depreciation on equipment, buildings, oil rigs, and anything else the company
uses in its operations. Depletion relates to the amounts of deposits that are estimated to be
left in the wells, mines, and anywhere else that the company acquires raw materials like
petroleum and natural gas. While depreciation is not a revenue generating activity, it
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generates tax savings for the company which, in effect, allows the company to retain
more of their income. Depletion provides the company with information about the life of
its deposits and how much more a company can possibly earn from a specific mine or
well.
The final operating expense category listed on the income statement is exploration
expenses, including dry holes. Exploration expenses are the costs associated with
searching for new deposits of raw materials such as crude oil or natural gas. Dry holes are
wells that were drilled for oil or gas but yielded no materials. These expenses produce
future revenues by determining new areas for expansion. In a way, this expense category
can be compared to investments as the company will see revenues, not in the period they
were incurred but, in future periods.

7.
ExxonMobil’s revenues have grown consistently over the past three years.
Between 2016 and 2017, total revenues and other income grew from $200,628 million to
$237,162 million. This was growth of about 17.42%. Revenues from 2018 totaled
$279,332 million which was an 18.26% increase from 2017. As with revenues, expenses
have increased consistently over the past three years. Between 2016 and 2017, total
expenses and other deductions grew from $200,145 million to $225,689. This was an
increase of about 12.76%. Total expenses and other deductions in 2018 were $259,259
million. This was an increase of about 14.87%.
The reason for the consistent growth for both revenues and expenses can be
attributed to the rise in oil prices between 2016 and 2018. Most of the company’s
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revenues come from their upstream operations having to do with crude oil compared to
their downstream or chemical operations. As with revenues, most of the increase in
expenses comes from the crude oil and product purchases category. About 66.34% of the
increase in expenses from 2016 to 2017 came from this category alone. Likewise, 60.97%
of the increase in expenses from 2017 to 2018 also came from that category.
8.
ExxonMobil’s net income for 2018 was $20,840 million. This is less than their
cash flow from operations which was $36,014 million for 2018. The difference in values
is due to multiple adjustments to net income that were made to account for items that
were included in the income statement but did not actually cause a change in cash values
for the company. Adjustments were made to account for noncash transactions that were
included in the income statement but as previously stated, did not result in an increase or
decrease in cash levels for the company. Accounts such as depreciation and depletion,
deferred income tax charges, post-retirement benefits expense in excess of/less than net
payments, and other long-term obligation provisions are included in the noncash
transactions section. The next major area of adjustments is changes in operational
working capital excluding cash and debt. Adjustments included in this area are for
increases or decreases in accounts including notes and accounts receivable, inventories,
other current assets, and accounts and other payables. The accounts to adjust net income
to are net gain on assets and any other miscellaneous items to be adjusted for.

9.
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Multiple accounts on ExxonMobil’s balance sheet contain judgements or
estimations. One of which is the PPE section. The book value of the PPE section is the
historical cost less the depreciation of the assets. Because depreciation is based on
estimates, the book value of the assets in this section are estimates and may not reflect the
true value of the item. Another section in the balance sheet containing estimates is the
notes and accounts receivable section. The net value of this section is the gross value of
the notes and accounts receivables less estimated doubtful amounts. Doubtful amounts
are receivables that the company estimates will never be paid off. One item that is
included in the balance sheet that is based almost solely on judgement is the contingency
section. The reason for this is that management decides which litigations and
contingencies are material and should be disclosed. There is no definition on what makes
a contingency material so it is solely up to the discretion of management to decide
whether something is material and should be disclosed.
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Case 5
The United States government is one of the most powerful forms of government
in the world. However, that does not mean our country is without faults. From this case, I
have learned that many diverse Americans and I have similar views concerning big
decisions for our country. One enlightening moment while working on this case was the
relation of crime rates and the introduction of welfare. Since welfare has been introduced
into the United States, crime rates have steadily risen. Also, I learned how important
voting decisions are for the future of our country. Majority of Americans feel their vote is
somewhat useless in regard to big election decisions. With the electoral college
ultimately deciding the outcome of the presidency, many Americans are beginning to
realize that our government is not in the best shape. Currently our government operates
almost as a parent, providing handouts and assistance believing they know what is best
for individual citizens. However, this is far from the truth. Even college applicants may
be accepted into university schools despite being extremely unqualified. As a result,
qualified students are overlooked and an underprepared acceptant will fail. This is not
helping individuals, instead Americans are losing their voice and personal power. The
chance for an American success story is being stripped away.
Arguably one of the most powerful positions in the world is the President of the
United States of America. With the United States being one of the most powerful nations
in the country, who the leader of our country is extremely important for future economic
growth and national security. The United States as a democracy allows United States’
citizens to voice their opinion and vote for who they believe should serve as president.
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However, the electoral college ultimately decides who will be the President of the United
States.
I do believe the electoral college should be abolished. The level of voting power
actual citizens possess is extremely undermined by the electoral colleges’ decision. I
believe this distorts the people and state’s opinions on who they believe should serve as
president. The national popular vote should decide who wins the elections. With the
elimination of the electoral college, candidates would have to campaign in all parts of the
country resulting in neither states nor citizens’ voices being overlooked.
The introduction of a Universal Basic Income (UBI) would destroy the economy
of America and its general population’s attitude. Although this would help eliminate the
amount of poverty and housing crises in America, I believe the consequences could
eliminate the power the United States has regarding other nations. The United States was
founded on the belief of opportunity. Americans are hard-working people who value the
chance to work and earn income in order to provide for their family.
With Universal Basic Income, I believe this completely discredits what our
country stands for and believes. This would result in less Americans starting their own
businesses, working in general, and providing earnings that contribute to our overall
economic state. The entrepreneurial aspect of American economics would be eliminated.
More Americans would become lazy and incoherent with the values and ambitions of the
“Great American Dream”. With the government giving out income to citizens, no return
would be seen for our nation’s economy leading to potential economic disaster.
The video of Dr. Sowell’s views on government, welfare, and economics
coincided with my opinions pertaining to the subject. I believe Dr. Sowell embodies the
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“American Dream”. As an African American male, Dr. Sowell worked hard and graduate
from Harvard one of the most prestigious universities in the world. Dr. Sowell’s opinion
that the government cannot keep up with all individuals in the United States; is a very
powerful statement. The government should not be there to give handouts to citizens.
This has allowed minorities and poor citizens to become lazy and expect the government
to bail them out. The welfare system in place today does not help individuals, instead it
does quite the opposite. This allows individuals to lose motivation and their own self
power and will. The welfare system has made citizens dependent on the government to
provide for their income.
The welfare system has also caused crime rates to increase as well as prohibit African
Americans and other minority groups from being able to improve their current living
conditions. Like Dr. Sowell, I believe we must stand up to the welfare system in order to
regain the people’s power and reinstall the true American values that make our country so
exceptional. It is extremely powerful in my opinion for an African American man like Dr.
Sowell to oppose the popular opinion and possess a true unbiased stance for improving
our country and the citizens who are the backbone of America’s future success.
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Case 6
Throughout this case, I learned the true importance of fully disclosing information
to the public regarding economic entities and companies. In the absence of Regulation
FD, this would allow certain investors and analysts to have a distinct advantage over
potential profitable investments. Regulation FD also keeps analysts and investors in
check. Without Regulation FD, certain financial analysts may gain access to important
selective information. This could result in the passing of this information to certain
investment banks resulting in inflation. The case also displays the importance of
following Regulation FD. I also learned how heavy the penalties and fines from the SEC
resulting from a violation of Regulation FD may weigh on a particular company.
This case brought about the learning of the importance of regulations and rules of
the SEC. For example, Regulation FD allows for all individual to have fair access to
selective information in order to better serve as knowledge for future investments. I think
this also increases competition and boost a capitalist economy like the United States.
Also, I learned of the controversy regarding Regulation FD, how initially analyst and
some investors opposed the implementation of Regulation FD. These individuals
believed analyst are smart enough in order to possess the information and must be placed
on a “financial pedestal” of sorts. However, without Regulation FD, analysts and
investors could take advantage of the close relationships possessed with a company. With
the recent boom of social media coupled with Regulation FD, there is still controversy
surrounding this SEC regulation.
What is Regulation FD? Regulation FD (Full/Fair Disclosure) is a regulation
promulgated by the U.S. Securities and Exchange (SEC). Regulation FD addresses
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selective disclosure. Regulation FD simply means any selective information shared or
given to a particular entity or client cannot occur without first sharing the information
publicly. The timing of the selective disclosure publicly at times may differ. However, if
the use of selective disclosure information is intentional, simultaneously a public
disclosure must occur. If the use of the information is unintentional, by SEC definition
the public disclosure must be done “promptly”. Regulation FD applies to individuals or
entities who may trade, or issue securities based on certain information must follow
Regulation FD. Essentially, this prevents misinterpretation of selective information and
requires any matters of importance to be disclosed to the public. As a client, one may not
share information regarding the trading or issuing of securities without disclosing to the
public the same materials.
Regulation FD exists for several reasons. One reason is to essentially keep certain
individuals in check. Without Regulation FD, certain investors and financial analysts to
manipulate potential investments and securities in order to increase personal earnings. An
example is Jack Grubman, pictured in figure 1-1, who was subpoenaed for a potential
violation of Regulation FD. Grubman was accused of having access to information
regarding WorldCom. He is responsible for inflating prices and also having knowledge of
conflicts of interests. Without disclosing the information to the public, Grubman was able
to mislead the public into valuing WorldCom much higher than its actual equity value.
Regulation FD also requires the companies may not disclose information to a
single analyst without being willing to share the information publicly. This keeps analysts
from gaining access to knowledge regarding valuable insight to pass on to potential
investors.
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Figure 16
Jack Grubman
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Also, Regulation FD requires analysts to publicly publish models that may
potentially forecast potential company earnings. This keeps analysts and companies at
arm’s length. Regulation FD also aids in blocking corporate managers from sharing
information only with financial analysts and not the public. This creates a level playing
field for the public, individual investors, and analysts giving the same information to all
groups. This results in all groups being able to work together in order to better learn
investing trends and gain true-undisclosed knowledge about investments and companies.
I do not believe the post on the CEO’s Facebook page is a violation of
Regulation FD. If the information disclosed is factual, this is publicly disclosing
information regarding the company. The number of customer orders, web data points
generated, and other information posted on the Facebook profile is knowledge investors
and analysts use in order to best prepare for investing. Also, if no financial information is
released, I believe this does not violate Regulation FD. This essentially is just describing
the company’s current success. After reviewing the article, I learned that Regulation FD
was formed before the huge soar in social media. In 2012, Reed Hastings, the CEO of
Netflix, posted information about streaming time. This was ruled as not a violation of
Regulation FD and was deemed “perfectly suitable”. However, Elon Musk’s recent tweet
regarding “funding secured” and his declaration of taking Tesla public. Although this
may not be viewed as a Regulation FD violation, Musk may be subject to lawsuits from
shareholders and investors of Tesla. Ultimately, I believe social media post are
appropriate for the disclosure of information regarding a company. This allows
individuals to have simultaneous access to selective information, resulting in a level and
fair investing playing field for all.
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Case 7: Is it Taxable?

By: Collin Bartlett Short & Holman Buchanan

February 12, 2020
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Case 7
In this case, we were given a story about a partner who had a client with a daughter
who operated a lucrative YouTube channel. The partner handles all of his client’s personal
finances, which includes the client’s family, yet this was the first time the partner was
hearing of the YouTube channel. This case was an interesting one because although a child
having a significant income is rare, it is happening more often today with media sites such
as YouTube, Instagram, TikTok, etc. At the end of the day: any type of personal income
needs to be taxed. In this case we investigated tax rules regarding a dependents tax filing
as well as rules that govern taxes related to unearned taxes. We then investigated ways that
the client could deduct taxes by looking at expenses towards producing the YouTube
videos. Oftentimes, I believe the amount of taxes that must be paid by the top YouTube
channels is overlooked. We were unaware of the severity of making the mistake of not
paying taxes on YouTube channel ad revenues. If not making the proper filings for the
channel, the IRS may impose fines and penalties due to the tax evasion. We also learned
the importance of admitting to your mistake and being proactive in order to help your client.
Due to the large amount of income earned by Emma, she must file her own tax returns.
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Dear Buchanan Short Partners,

It has come to my attention that a client of mine may have an issue regarding his
child’s income. This is the first time I have been informed of his child’s YouTube Channel
and the income that has comes with it. I apologize for missing this and am working to
rectify this issue as soon as possible. His child operates a YouTube channel that generates
a yearly income of roughly $150,000 per year. I am currently getting in contact with the
client and am working to get to the bottom of this situation. It is clear that the client will
need to file a separate tax filing for his daughter’s income. The child is a dependent of the
client, but still needs to have an individual tax filing for her income. Firstly, we are going
to gather information regarding the child’s income via YouTube as well as any other
merchandise she is sent. I will be looking into the history of the child’s YouTube income
and find out how much in taxes needs to be paid from past years.
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Dear Mike,

After having lunch with you the other day, I realized there might be an issue we
need to address regarding Emma’s YouTube channel. As you mentioned, she makes
between $10-15,000 per month. Because she has her own income, and especially at an
amount of roughly $150,000 per year, it is critical that I address the tax complications of
this as soon as possible. I will need to get in contact with you and Emma to build a timeline
of the past four years and the amounts of income she earned all of those years. We will
need to pay the back taxes and fees associated with those. I will also need to know where
she has deposited or invested it so that I can address any unearned income she has
accumulated. There will be fees associated the back taxes It is critical that we handle this
in a timely manner in order to avoid issues with the IRS. If you could go ahead and start
gathering any information you have, we can get ahead of this before it becomes a larger
problem.
Although she will need to begin paying taxes on her income, there are many ways
to earn deductions. For example, if she has spent money on a camera, traveled to do a
video, or bought software, these all qualify as deductions up to $12,000 (since 2018).
Basically, any expenses she has incurred to produce her videos can be deducted. Like I
mentioned above, Emma will have to file taxes for her income separately from you (I can
take care of this on your behalf for her). The good news is, is that she is in a lower tax
bracket than you, only paying 24% compared to your current 37%. Let’s set up a meeting
at my office as soon as you can come in and we can start tackling this issue.
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Case 8: Monopoly Meets Blockchain

By: Richard Sankey
Collin Short
Carlyle Smith

March 4, 2020
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Case 8

In this case we played Blockchain Monopoly. This was far from a normal game of
monopoly and involved lots of moving parts. There were four different game boards and
numerous roles that our classmates played. Our role was as “Big Mama and Big Papa.”
We acted as the bank and had to record and keep up with various transactions. Our role is
discussed more in depth in the case. The goal of this case was to expose us to the rise of
blockchain technology and how it can be applied in various ways. Prior to this case we
had heard mention of blockchain technology but never really knew what it was or how it
worked. This game gave us a starting point and then this accompanying case helped
further our knowledge and understanding of blockchain technology. This technology has
the potential to really disrupt the financial industry and therefore is a hot topic in the
industry right now.
The knowledge we gained from this case puts us at an advantage for future work.
This technology is complicated but with a good foundation in this topic we will be able to
communicate and articulate ideas about this technology that we otherwise wouldn’t have
been able to. This case taught us the fundamentals of blockchain technology and also
showed us the potential future applications of this technology. Even though it is currently
being used for crypto currency it might be used to sell real estate in the future. While our
game was a simplified version of this, we still have exposure to the topic which is much
more than other individuals entering the financial industry in the near future. These are
the kinds of ideas that cause the disruption and advantage in the market that employers
are looking for.
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Blockchain is a digital technology that keeps track of transactions through the use
of millions of computers and unique ID’s to keep individual’s information private. These
transactions are then put into a “block” that is chained to other blocks; this makes up the
blockchain. The rave about this technology comes from the fact that everything in the
blockchain is publicly accessible and therefore transparent. This technology is also
extremely effective at preventing hacking attempts. The reason being that whenever a
transaction occurs it is verified by “nodes” which are millions of other computers around
the world and these nodes after verification make a copy of the transaction and the block
chain that this transaction is about to join. A hacker would therefore have to modify
millions of records in order to successfully alter the chain. This technology was originally
created by a group called Satoshi Nakamoto for the digital currency Bitcoin but we are
now seeing potential uses for it in various other industries. This technology is very
intriguing to many users because like we previously alluded to, it holds every user
accountable for their actions. It also is appealing to users because it involves no
transaction fees. It cuts out the “middleman” that has been previously required in
transactions. Blockchains are also decentralized, meaning no single authority rules it.
These reasons and several others lead us to believe that we will see this kind of
technology in financial institutions and many other places throughout the economy in the
future.
Our role in the game was to essentially act as the bank. We were in charge of
selling all the properties to players, paying money when they passed go, and various
community chest and chance events. We were required to keep a record of every
transaction we made and record the unique security ID of each player. This is the same
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way that blockchain transactions are recorded. This transaction was then verified by other
students who were acting the same as nodes in the blockchain. They would take this
transaction and verify that the player had sufficient funds in their account to complete the
transaction. Once it was verified the transaction was officially recorded and added to the
blockchain. We were therefore any sort of vendor that could utilize blockchain
technology. We were able to sell directly to consumers without transaction fees and have
records of every transaction and the participants without disclosing private information
such as names. This experience was able to show us in a simplistic form the potentials for
blockchain technology in various industries.
We believe that blockchain technology will begin to play a bigger role in the
global economy soon. Its ability to remove transaction costs, mitigate data security risks,
and provide transparency to consumers are all very important requirements in today’s
economy. This technology isn’t going to take over every industry in the near future, but
it will start to pop up much more frequently. In today’s world businesses are constantly
struggling to keep their data secure and once they realize the potential of this technology,
we believe the demand for it will increase. This technology could however minimize the
need for banks. If financial transactions can be verified and recorded accurately without
the need for a bank, then their services might be cut out. People would also be more
inclined to perform these transactions through block chains because it eliminates the fees
and transactions costs that are associated with banks. Large financial institutions such as
Goldman Sachs and JPMorgan Chase have recognized this potential and have started
looking into ways to implement blockchain and crypto currency into their normal
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services. We don’t believe that currently blockchain could completely control the global
economy but like we previously mentioned, it will become much more common.
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Case 9: Interview with a Professional

By:
Collin Bartlett Short

March 31, 2020
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Case 9
For this case I have chosen to interview a mentor of mine, Mr. Hardeman is a
third-generation Mississippi Delta farmer in Greenwood, Mississippi. Growing up with
constant exposure to farming, I have seen firsthand how hard Mr. Hardeman has worked
in order to ensure the most profitable yield each harvest season. I learned a lot about my
mentor through this interview. Not only do I have a larger respect for Mr. Hardeman, but
I also learned he has worked very hard to expand farming operations for his business. Mr.
Hardeman has always been willing to adapt and work harder than anyone else in order to
see the family farm continue to be successful. Now as a retired farmer, Mr. Hardeman
enjoyed the interview allowing him to reflect on the highs and lows throughout his
farming career. Also, I admire how most of his knowledge was gained through work
experience as Mr. Hardeman is always able to fix agriculture machinery and improvise
during busy season. He is also a very effective communicator and I have been able to
witness how employees respect him due to his knowledge on the farming industry. Bob
has also been very prominent in working to improve the agricultural industry in the
Mississippi Delta. Mr. Hardeman’s opportunities to give back to the region of Mississippi
he loves, through economic development meetings and various other community events
across the Mississippi Delta shows his true passion for farming.
Bob Hardeman was born and raised in Greenwood, Mississippi. He is the only
son of a third-generation Mississippi farmer. With the main industry in Greenwood being
agriculture, he grew up with a large amount of exposure to the farming industry. Mr.
Hardeman spent a large amount of his time from a young age working on the farm.
Growing up in a farming family, he was raised around the farming community with most
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of his friends’ parents also being farmers. From an early age, he was taught to value hard
work on the farm and was groomed to one day run the farm himself. From daily work of
the farm to the financial and business side of the operation he was taught how to
successfully maintain the family farm in all aspects.
Mr. Hardeman attended Naval Academy for his college years. Where he obtained
a degree in Mathematics. Following his departure from the Naval Academy, Mr.
Hardeman served as a fighter pilot in World War II. Although he always knew he wanted
to farm for his occupation, Mr. Hardeman knew the amount of work his father had
provided in order to be successful. After proudly serving his country, Mr. Hardeman
decided to continue his passion for agriculture.
Mr. Hardeman believes that his work experience not only made him a better man,
but also prepared him for farm work even more. He was able to fix and maintain farming
machinery through his previous work experience. This allowed him to reduce
maintenance expenses and instead train workers to provide maintenance. He also is proud
he is able to limit the amount of third-party help for his business.
One of the many things I admire about Mr. Hardeman is that he does what he
loves. He loves farming and being involved with the agriculture community in the south.
Outside of work, Mr. Hardeman has several hobbies he enjoys in the farming offseason.
Mr. Hardeman enjoys music and playing piano. He was taught how to play piano during
his time in the Navy. Additionally, Mr. Hardeman also enjoys swimming and being with
his wife. Farming is a family-oriented industry in Greenwood. He has always had a
passion for agriculture and has always worked to ensure the farming community
continues to improve and adapt to the current society.
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Mr. Hardeman values school. Without education, he expresses success would
have not been achievable. Also, he wishes he would have been less stubborn as a young
man. He believes his life would have been a lot less stressful had he listened to his father
on the importance of pushing yourself to learn.
His advice for our class is to value education. Mr. Hardeman believes there is
nothing more important than being educated no matter your desired occupation.
However, he also believes our generation should work more outside and learn the
importance of tools and working with your hands.
The biggest challenge for his generation he believes is accepting that life is not
the same anymore. Due to the large number of technological advances, Mr. Hardeman
believes his generation should support advancements and work to incorporate them in
their lives. Particularly in farming, he has seen the value technology can add to a
business. However, he challenges our generation to value hard work. He believes our
generation at times may rely too heavily on technology and should learn the importance
of effective communication and working in person with a team.
In conclusion, Mr. Hardeman is very proud of his farming successes. Also, he is a
proud family man. He has always been a huge role-model for myself and I hope to
achieve success in my future. Mr. Hardeman has also stressed the importance of being
happy. He challenges my generation to work for happiness not a monetary gain. Mr.
Hardeman is most proud that he is happy and able to provide for his family. He believes
the key to living a long fulfilling life is to be happy. I hope to continue to work for
success but to always remember that being is happy is of the utmost importance.
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Case 10:
Interview with Audrey Dames

By:
Collin Bartlett Short

April 10, 2020
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Case 10
I was paired to interview Audrey Dames for this case. Audrey was super
personable and very informative during our conversation. This past winter, Audrey
interned with KPMG Los Angeles. She loved her time in Los Angeles and had the
opportunity to interact with different clients/industries during her ten-week internship. I
was able to learn extensively about living and commuting in Los Angeles from Audrey.
Whenever starting off on your first internship, you are bound to have uncertainties.
Especially being as far from home as I will be during my internship, Audrey was able to
ease all my anxieties and provide answers to my questions. Audrey offered advice on
adjusting to living in Los Angeles, suggesting possible areas to live in order to best cope
with the overwhelming LA traffic. Also, I was able to learn what a typical day is like for
an intern. Audrey explained her daily tasks as an intern as well as her personal
client/audit work during her internship. Not only was I able to make a new connection,
but I was able to have all my questions and concerns be answered. With Audrey
previously interning with KPMG in Los Angeles and providing advice for the experience,
I feel much more confident and informed as I am approaching my entrance into the same
program. Overall, I feel this has been a very informative case. I am glad I was able to
connect with Audrey and learn about her experience in Los Angeles.
Being from a small town in Mississippi, I definitely have uncertainties regarding
my acceptance of my internship with KPMG in Los Angeles. However, I believe one
must challenge themselves in order to achieve success. My conversation with Audrey
was extremely informative. One of the biggest concerns I had with interning in Los
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Angeles was the traffic. With commuting to client location as well as the KPMG office, I
knew my living location should be of major importance.
During Audrey’s internship, I learned she lived in West Los Angeles. West Los
Angeles is a vibrant and fun part of the city, but it is quite far from the downtown area. I
learned that living near the KPMG office, I can charge the amount of extra commute time
to the client in relation to my typical drive to the main office. Audrey recommended I
look into possibly living in Koreatown and to also reach out to the KPMG realtor for
advice on choosing an apartment. With the traffic being quite hectic, Audrey also
suggested viewing the LA metro map in order to find an area I could use public
transportation. This would result in less gas expenses and limit my time stuck in Los
Angeles traffic.
During Audrey’s ten-week internship, she was able to be a part of an audit and
international tax rotation. She found that the audit schedule team was very laidback and
approachable throughout her internship. She was able to connect with interns from
California schools as well as interns from the University of Florida, University of Miami,
and the University of Kansas. Audrey stated that interning in Los Angeles offered a very
diverse experience in regard to co-workers and other interns. Also, Audrey said that
KPMG Los Angeles typically has a large amount of summer interns. With interning in
the winter, Audrey said she felt she was able to connect on a deeper level and gain more
personal experience.
Audrey had the opportunity to work on several different audits and clients during
her internship. She worked in financial services for a bank, which she initially thought
would be quite cut and dry. However, she thoroughly enjoyed working on that audit and
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believes she learned a lot through that client work. She also had the opportunity to audit a
client who leased out airplanes which I found very interesting. Audrey informed me to
take advantage of overtime throughout the internship process due to California’s
guidelines for work over sixty hours employees receive double pay.
Audrey was extremely helpful and courteous throughout our conversation. She
urged me to have a positive attitude during my internship and to be willing to do
whatever is asked of me. She said to be prepared to complete basic intern tasks, but she
also had opportunities to be challenged in her rotations. She had opportunities to search
for unrecorded liabilities in financial statements for number comparisons, and to make
sure invoices were recorded in the correct period. Finally, Audrey said to be sure to take
lots of notes and to never be afraid to ask questions as that is the way you learn during the
internship. I thoroughly enjoyed talking to Audrey and appreciate her time and all the
advice she provided.
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Case 11: Financial Crisis Case

By:
Collin Bartlett Short

April 22, 2020
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Case 11
I enjoyed the financial crisis topic that was covered in this case. Learning about
how multiple bundling of AAA bonds were used so investors and speculators could make
profit was quite frustrating. Through the absurd amounts of lobbying fees to former big
bank executives taking government chairs, the amount of corruption that led to the global
financial crisis of 2008 is shocking. The public retirement of Mississippi even bought
some of the phony AAA bonds and is now suing Goldman Sachs. These large banks and
corporations must understand that their trades effect all of our lives. Ultimately, their
decisions control our nation’s economy. After reading the materials in this case, I also
learned the importance of personal integrity. This is relative to the profession of a C.P.A.
As a C.P.A., it is your duty to ensure company books are in line with the principles of
GAAP. With over six billion foreclosures in 2010, this was one of the biggest hits to our
economy since the Great Depression. This is a chance for the big corporations and banks
to set aside their personal ambitions and work to build a strong economy for its citizens. I
learned that this corruption began in the 1980’s when deregulation was introduced.
Overtime the corruption grew, even gaining footholds in our government by the large
number of contributions. With the introduction of the new “environment plan”, this
allowed banks to perform cap and trade actions on the limits of coal, utilities, and other
natural gas distributions. This government plan could potentially create nearly 646 billion
dollars of credits/allocations available for large banks within the first seven years. What
does the future hold for the United States? Can limited government finally be exercised
not only to save our economy but the jobs of the American people?
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The 2008 financial crisis left over fifteen million individuals unemployed worldwide. How did this happen? How was not only the United States hurt by this economic
crisis, but the world economy impacted? The United States of America was founded on
the principle that limited government was a government for the people. However, I
believe that is far from the actual truth. Crony Capitalism is one of the major drivers of
financial corruption for the United States. This simply allows companies to contribute
large sums of money in the form of political contributions and lobbying fees in order to
boost their own profits. This imposes the principle of limited government which calls for
the absent ability to show favoritism to certain businesses. The financial industry itself
contributes more than five billion dollars in the form of contributions and the
employment of lobbying firms annually. This allows the government to be bought in
order for large, big banks and corporations to benefit and fill their already large pockets.
I never knew how large the amount of corruption was involved in the 2008
financial crisis. This changed my belief drastically. As an American citizen, you want to
trust and believe in your government to do what is best for the people. However, after
viewing the materials, I learned that most individuals in charge of big bank and
corporation regulations once were the executive members of these businesses. Goldman
Sachs one of the largest investment banks in the world, is one of the roots of these
political and economic corruption stunts. Individuals such as Henry Paulson and Robert
Rubin once were high-paid top executives for Goldman Sachs. However, both men
ultimately left their positions in order to serve in the Department of Treasury for the
United States. This allowed power to be placed in the hands of the top Wall Street banks
in order to prevent regulation of their trading practices.
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The financial crisis’ root is found in the form of derivatives. David Li’s formula,
the Gaussian Copula Function, gave traders the ability to make even riskier decisions
without viewing certain consequences. The results were more and more inadequate trades
being made at an even more rapid pace. This essentially allowed bankers to do anything
when it came to trading. These derivatives were also not regulated and allowed banks to
combine multiple CDOs in order to create false rated AAA and AA+ bonds. How was
this involved in the housing crisis? These subprime loans had higher rates for mortgages
and were known as predatory loans. Despite many warnings, the government and the
SEC never investigated the big banks allowing for security trades fraud to become a daily
occurrence. Banks would sell certain investments to individuals in order to bet against the
trade they knew was falsely rated. This allowed them to make billions of dollars in
bonuses paid out to their employees.
What were the consequences? Why were no individuals punished for damaging
the lives of so many individuals just to make money? I believe this shows just how
important personal integrity is to possess. As an aspiring accountant, it is my
responsibility to prevent this from happening. I believe this shows how my work can
ultimately prevent a financial crisis from occurring. This lends the opportunity to work
daily in order to benefit the lives of the American people by ensuring that my client’s
books are accurate and presented in the guidelines of GAAP.
In the midst of the global COVID-19 pandemic, a financial crisis could be in the
near future. With the thousands of small businesses being closed and individuals losing
their jobs, is our economy going to collapse once again? This is a question that no one
can answer. However, I believe this a chance for our government and the big banks and
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corporations to change the status quo. This provides the opportunity for these large
companies to work for the best interest of the American people. I personally believe in
giving every individual a chance to redeem themselves. Everyone should have the
opportunity to prove they have changed and do what is right. This a chance for the
government and the deregulated large corporations to set aside their desires and greed.
Instead, the loans given by banks for small businesses should be of the fairest terms. This
will be the deciding factor in ultimately saving our companies and thousands of jobs. I
hope these companies seize the opportunity to truly do what is right in spite of the past
conflicts present in their various industries.
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“On my honor, I pledge that I have neither given, received, or witnessed any
unauthorized help on this case study.”
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